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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Wayne Hedberg
Dennis (WC) 4737 Ware
1211512006 11:18:25 AM
Re: Star Point Mine - Cl0O71006 Subsidence lssue

Dennis,

Thank you Dennis for your emailed reply. I asked Dave to followup with you on this because it has been
carried over as an agenda item on our monthly interagency conference calls for some time now. Tom
Lloyd of USFS originally requested it be listed and has asked if plans have been received. l ' l l fonvard this
response to Tom and we'll look fonryard to the receipt of your formalized plan for the repairs hopefully in
early 2007.

Thanks again,

Wayne Hedberg
(801)538-5286

>>> "Ware, Dennis (WC) 4737" <dware@foundationcoal.com> 12115/2006 9:40 AM >>>
Wayne,

In response to a request from Dave Darby I am hereby providing you with
the status of the subsidence crack repairs that has yet to be
accomplished under the Star Point Mine permit on Gentry Mountain.

It is the intent of the Permittee to repair the crack in question in the
spring or summer of 2007. The Permittee visited the site of the crack
with the Forest Service and jointly determined that the crack has, for
the most part, self healed, however, additional work is necessary. This
additional work will be preformed by using the native material in the
general area of the crack to fil l in the remaining voids. In addition,
safety fence that currently surrounds the crack will be removed and the
disturbed area will be seeded. All of this work will be done by hand as
equipment access would require a significant amount of disturbance. lt
is my understanding that I must prepare a subsidence repair plan and
submit it to the Division for approval before proceeding with the work.
lf you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact me.

Dennis Ware

435-472-4737

CG: Dale Harber; David Darby; Pam Grubaugh-Littig; Sheila Morrison; Thomas W Lloyd


